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WEDDING & ENGAGEMENT PRICING

My Style;
REAL MOMENTS / CANDID
POSED
FINE ART STYLED
PHOTO JOURNALISM
NO BODY MANIPULATION

ABOUT ME

Professor / Artist

I teach film and digital photography at GVSU and Kendall
College. I have a Bachelors in both photography and
advertising, an Associates in business and a Masters
degree in both Fine Art Photography and Visual and
Critical Studies. I've been photographing since 2008 and I
really, really, love my job, like.. a lot.
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Important Details
About Me

I label myself an artist and love to create.
I do not work from lists but if there is an
image you love I will try my best to
capture it, but I would rather originally
create for you.
I love to represent every wedding
differently and it is so incredibly
important to me that your day stands
out as your day and not just another day
of images on my feed. Every wedding is
different so I find them important to
represent differently, as they felt, and as
they occurred.
I think it's really important that my
clients absolutely love my work and do
not just book me because I'm within
their price range.
I also find it important to mention that
my graduate studies opened my eyes to
body comparison and self-confidence,
therefore, I do not alter bodies but
represent them as the beauty they are
the day I photographed them. This is
because I don't believe you should
compete with a version of you, that never
existed, for the rest of your life.

$200

$400

Engagements Details
An engagement session with a wedding contract signed is $200. This
includes half off a normally priced session, one hour of photographing
time, and all high resolution images delivered via online gallery.
You can book an engagement session with no contract for $400.

ROLLING STONE /
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ROLLING STONE /
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Wedding
Packages

I book weddings based off of time and hours of coverage.
There are a few options but I can always customize
something specifically for you!
Also, Im a pretty chill human, so if you need to book
something just to make sure you have me but end up
needing more or less time as the wedding comes, we can
switch it, No problem.

All packages listed without engagements,
add an engagement session for $200

4 Hour

$2600

6 Hour

$3200

Short and sweet.
Choose a block of time that covers the most
of your wedding day with a budget in mind.
If you really want great quality images during
the ceremony, family and bridal portraits but
have a number in mind, I WILL work with you
on covering the most I can for the least
amount of cost.

Just Enough.
Six hour packages typically provide
enough time to cover the ceremony,
family, bridal portraits, and a little bit of
the reception if it's timed right. If getting
ready and final reception images aren't
that big of a deal to you, this package is a
good choice.

A Little Bit of Everything.
Eight hour packages are my most chosen
package. It allows for some details in the
morning, end of getting ready, ceremony,
family, bridal portraits and a good hour
and a half [or more if timed right] of the
reception. Sometimes this allows for
sunset or night portrait time too!

A lot of Everything.
Ten hour packages give a lot of time for
most of the day. If you want more getting
ready images and a good chunk of the
reception and everything in between, this
package just gives a bit more wiggle room
to create and to document the in between
stuff from beginning to end.

8 Hour

$3600

10 Hour
$4200

Extra Details
DEPOSITS FOR THE DAY ARE $500
ALL PACKAGES COME WITH A SECOND
PHOTOGRAPHER [TO REDUCE COST YOU MAY
BOOK A SINGLE PHOTOGRAPHER [ME] FOR
300 DOLLARS LESS].
FINAL PRODUCTS ARE A USB DRIVE WITH ALL
OF YOUR IMAGES, A PRINT RELEASE, AND A
FEW MORE PERSONAL THINGS FROM ME <3
YOU MAY PURCHASE ADDITIONAL DRIVES FOR
75 DOLLARS EACH.
ADDITIONAL HOURS CAN BE ADDED ON IF YOU
DESIRE MORE THAN 10 HOURS.
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Image Details

Photographs Promised Per Package:
4 Hours: 250-400
6 Hours: 400-600
8 Hours: 600-800
10 Hours: 800-1100
It is not uncommon that I exceed these

Final
Thoughts

My biggest goal is to make my people feel comfortable in front of
my lens. I can confidently say that I do this well because I can
relate to it. The more comfortable you are the more real you will
be, which is my second goal, catching real moments. Although I
have shown you several fine art and technical images [specifically
in this document], I cannot stress enough how important real
moments are. So think of me as that best friend with the camera
that captures images of you just having fun for your Myspace
profile photo. I produce that vibe, and I'm proud of it.
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Travel Photography
Travel Photography is defined as anything that I have
to fly to. Generally more than 6 hours of driving time.

Travel Photography deposits are $1000. This is because I use the
downpayment to book my own travel and hotel accommodations.
You are not responsible for booking any thing on my end.

8 Hour
10 Hour
12 Hour

$4200
$4800
$5400

This includes me coming to the rehearsal and
dinner the day prior for an hour.

All packages cover the same aspects as a
local wedding. The biggest difference is
that I have to travel to get to ya!
These specific packages only come with
me as a photographer, although I will
bring someone generally to help me set up
stuff. If you would like another
photographer you may add one for $550.
The details of coverage and final product
are the same as the local weddings listed
above.

